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• Goals of this study:
• to eliminate the dependence of physical cross-section on the cuts 

used at the generator level
• to eliminate the double counting of configurations where jets can 

arise from both the higher-order PL calculation, and from the 
hard emission during the shower evolution
• to provide a recipe to construct inclusive event samples describing 

arbitrary jet multiplicities, free of double-counting (á la CKKW-L)

Merging multijet matrix elements and 
shower evolution in hadronic collisions

Michelangelo Mangano, CERN TH
Lund University, Oct 7 2004
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Cut-generatio" 
dependence, exampl#

Dependence on generation 
ΔR in the spectrum of ΔR 
=0.7 jets

Same, after applying a (rather 
arbitrary and perhaps ill-
defined) parton-jet matching 
requirement
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The problem of  Leading-log-order  double counting
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• Separate multi-jet phase-space into 
• domains covered by the ME calculation
• domains covered by the shower evolution

• Sudakov reweight the ME weight to reproduce the probability of an exclusive 
N-jet final state from the inclusive parton-level N-jet rate. This allows to add 
parton-level event samples of different jet multiplicity

• Veto showers with hard emissions which are supposedly already included in 
the higher-order ME phase-space (=> requires consistent definition of 
Sudakov weights in the ME and shower)
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q g1 (from shower evolution)

g4 (from matrix element)

g2
versus
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q
q

g4 (from shower evolution)

g1 (from matrix element)
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with pT1 << pT4 << pT2, pT3 

q

Problem:

Solution*:

* Catani, Krauss, Kuhn, Webber, JHEP 0111:063,2001
L.Lonnblad JHEP 0205:046,2002
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CKKW* prescription in a nutshell
• Generate samples of N-jet configurations, defined by the k⊥ 

algorithm, with a resolution parameter k0

• Since all N-jets have to be resolved w.r.t. the beam, k0 =pT
min.

• Cluster the partons using the  k⊥ algorithm, allowing only for 
physical branchings in the tree

• Reevaluate αs at each vertex of the tree, using k⊥ as a scale

• For each line in the tree, associate a Sudakov weight giving the 
probability that no emission takes place along this line

• Samples of different N-jet multiplicity can now be put together, 
and evolved through the vetoed shower 

* Catani, Krauss, Kuhn, Webber, JHEP 0111:063,2001
L.Lonnblad JHEP 0205:046,2002
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kT(n)≈pT(n-th jet)

Study of CKKW implementation in hadronic collisions*:
 W+multijets, Mrenna&Richardson hep-ph/0312274

* F.Krauss, JHEP 0208:015,2002
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Cut dependence for three different merging prescriptions: 
OK, but not perfect!

The main source of  uncertainty is the imprecise matching between the scale k⊥ used to 
define the Sudakov reweighting factors and the scale used in the evolution of the shower.  

This problem is potentially evaded in Lonnblad’s scheme, based on the dipole 
shower, but no implementation in hadronic collisions exists so far (for what I know).
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Three different prescriptions, normalized to a reference one:

Merging- systematics of the order of 
±30% for x-section ratios!
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An alternative, simpler prescription to address this problem
 (a.k.a. MLM’s matching, http://cepa.fnal.gov/patriot/mc4run2/MCTuning/

15nov2002.html)
• Generate parton-level  configurations for a given hard-parton multiplicity 

Npart, with partons constrained by 

• pT > pT min        ΔRjj > Rmin
• Perform the jet showering, using the default Herwig/Pythia algorithms
• Process the showered event (before hadronization) with a cone jet 

algorithm, defined by ET min   and Rjet
• Match partons and jets:

• for each hard parton, select the jet with min ΔRj-parton
• if  ΔRj-parton<  Rjet the parton is “matched”
• a jet can only be matched to a single parton
• if all partons are matched, keep the event, else discard it

• This prescription defines an inclusive sample of Njet=Npart  jets
• Define an exclusive N-jet sample by requiring that the number of 

reconstructed showered jets Njet be equal to  Npart
• After matching, combine the exclusive event samples to obtain an 

inclusive sample containing events with all multiplicities
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Comments

• Alpgen assigns to each event a colour flow, obtained on the basis 
of the relative probabilities of all possible colour flows.

• The Durham k⊥ algorithm is used to extract an evolution tree, 
allowing only pairings consistent with the colour flow

• The qi scales corresponding to the k⊥ calculated at the nodal points 
of the tree structure are used to reweight the event with

• This approach is alternative to the one advocated by CKKW-L, where 
the colour flow is defined by the structure of the evolution tree, which 
is extracted from purely kinematical considerations

• We verified that the trees defined by the colour structure (as, e.g. in 
Alpgen) and by the k⊥ algorithm (as e.g. in Sherpa) are on average 
equivalent (see comparisons in the next slide) 
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Validation among codes: selection of colour flows
To compare the determination of colour flows in different codes we analysed the 
distributions of the kT variables. For each colour-connected pair of partons we define 

k2i j = p2T,i if i final state and j incoming parton

k2i j =min(p2T,i, p
2
T, j)×!R(i, j) if i, j outgoing partons

and then order the kij from the largest (kT1) to the smallest (kTn). In the case of 
gg→ggg, for example, there will be 5 pairings 
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Few examples of matching: hard parton
parton emitted by the shower

Event matched, Njet=Npart=3, keep

NOT matched, 
Njet=Npart=3, 
but Nmatch=2
Throw awaycollinear double-logarithmic 

double counting

soft single-logarithmic 
double counting

Event matched, Njet>Npart, keep for inclusive 
sample, but throw away for exclusive samples.
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1) Select exclusive samples using matching with [20,0.7]

3) Take e.g. Njet
[10,0.4] = 2.  In addition to events from Njet

[20,0.7]=2, this 
contains as well:

EXAMPLE

2) Use these samples to generate events with [10,0.4] jets. 
Where do the events with ET<20 come from?

  10 < ET < 20 GeV   ET > 20 GeVET < 10 GeV

Njet
[20,0.7] = 0: 

Njet
[20,0.7] = 1: 

Njet
[20,0.7] = 3: 

For Njet
[20,0.7]=0 (1), this implies relying on the MC approximation 

for the emission of two (one) jets. This is not necessarily bad, since 
the phase space for 10< ET{1,2} <20 is very small anyway! 

J1

J3

J2

J1
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• The rejection of events with Njets>Nparton is equivalent to the 
Sudakov reweighting of CKKW. Instead of rejection on the basis of 
reweighting, rejection here takes place as a result of final-state 
topology. CPU-wise, the efficiency is comparable.

• The choice of a cone algorithm is arbitrary: the clustering algorithm is 
just a topological criterion to classify events and ensure the absence 
of double counting (this is guaranteed by the algorithm)

• The definition of generation cuts, and of jet cuts after the shower, are 
required as operative options to generate the sample, but the physics 
obtained from the inclusive sample should not depend on 
them. The inclusive sample so obtained can be used for any analysis, 
where possibly different jet definitions will be employed

• The extent to which results depend of the initial generation cuts is a 
measure of the success of the matching prescription

• Not necessary that ET min = pT min or Rmin= Rjet: the matching 
condition ensures limited dependence on this choice.

Comments
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Njet[20,0.7]=1 :

Njet[20,0.4]=0
Njet[10,0.4]=1

Njet[20,0.4]=1
Njet[10,0.4]=1

Njet[20,0.4]=0
Njet[10,0.4]=2

Njet[20,0.7]=2 :

Njet[20,0.4]=0
Njet[10,0.4]=2

Njet[20,0.4]=1
Njet[10,0.4]=2

Njet[20,0.4]=2
Njet[10,0.4]=2

  10 < ET < 20 GeV
  ET > 20 GeV
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Concrete example: 
W+jets, multiplicity distributions for [10.0.4] jets 

reconstructed in exclusive 1- and 2-jet samples defined by 
matching at [20,0.7] and [30,0.7]

Nmatched jet=1 Nmatched jet=2
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Some examples: W+multijets
Define parton-level samples using 
pTmin = 10, 20, or 30 GeV (PT10, PT20, PT30)
Rjj=0.4 or 0.7 (PT10R07)

Shower and reconstruct jets using Rcone=0.4

Study dependence of inclusive W and inclusive 
jet spectra on generation parameters
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Leading-jet[10,0.4]  Et distribution: multijet composition with different matchings
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Comparison of resulting spectra for leading and second-
leading jet in inclusive samples defined by different matchings

Leading jet Second-ET jet
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Impact of treating inclusively/exclusively the highest-multiplicity sample

W+3jet inclusive

W+3jet exclusive W+3jet exclusive

W+3jet inclusive
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Looking inside jets:
fragmentation properties of jets in samples 
defined by different matching thresholds

track ⇒ parton in the shower
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Comparison with Sherpa (CKKW)
(preliminary work with Krauss, Schumann, Schaelike, ..)
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Sensitivity to hadronization modeling. Comparison to be 
reviewed after tuning of Sherpa hadronization parameters
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Conclusions
• The proposed matching prescription provides a consistent way 

of defining fully inclusive multijet samples, leading to 
results which are independent of the matching prescription, 
within the 20% uncertainties typical of a LL approach

• The stability w.r.t. to the generation cuts and matching criteria 
allows to use parton-level thresholds tighter than the jet 
ones (e.g. generate at [20 GeV, R=0.7] and properly describe [10 
GeV, R=0.4] jets)

• The algorithm can be extended to samples other than W+jets. E.g. 
it is straightforward to use with N jets. In the case of events with 
heavy quarks (e.g. W b bbar+jets), the matching should only be 
applied to the light-partons/light-jets.

• More detailed comparisons of the final state structure (jet 
structure, multiplicities, fragmentation function, etc) with the 
results of CKKW-based approaches are in progress
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• Ready-to-use exact LO matrix element calculations for multiparton 
final states in hadronic collisions
• Parton-level event generation (weighted/unweighted)
• mass terms and finite width effects
• spin correlations, also in decays like t→bW(→ ff’)

• cross section exact to all orders in 1/Nc, colour structure to O(1/N2)

• EW/QCD interferences available for key processes
• Evolution of the parton level final state through parton shower and 

hadronization phases, using Herwig or Pythia
• Code available in F77, as well as in a version with some F90 routines 
(transparent to the user, preferred for CPU performance if compiler 
available)

ALPGEN
http://mlm.home.cern.ch/mlm/alpgen

M.L. Mangano, M.Moretti, F.Piccinini, R.Pittau, A.Polosa
hep-ph/0206293
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• WQQ+N jets,   Z/γ+QQ+N jets (Q=c,b,t), N≤4
• W+ N jets,  Z/γ+ N jets,  N≤6
• W+c+ N jets,  N≤5
• QQ + N jets (Q=c,b,t), N≤6
• QQQ’Q’ + N jets (Q,Q’=b,t), N≤4
• N jets, N≤6
• QQ+Higgs+ N jets (Q=b,t), N≤4
• nW + mZ + pHiggs + N jets,  N < n+m+p+N ≤8, N≤3
• n γ + N jets, N< n+N≤6

• single top production
• Higgs plus multijets, via the ggH vertex

Available processes

In progress:
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Well documented in the accompanying text file
Straightforward compilation of executable for selected process
Selection of kinematical cuts, PDF set, renormalization scale through 
input cards
User routines to implement additional (possibly complex) generation 
cuts, and initialization of histogramming and analysis routines
3 steps:

generation of weighted event sample
unweighting
processing (shower+hadronization) through Herwig/Pythia

How the code runs
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Weighted event sample (run option imode=1):
pre-unweighted during generation using 0.01 maxwgt
store to file wgt, random number seeds, and control bits for 
sanity check
wgt distribution saved to file

Unweighting (run option imode=2):
unwgt based on max wgt (possible to change this for 
optimization, having looked at the weight distribution)
generate colour flow information, write events to file

Shower evolution:
link Herwig/Pythia to a set of Les Houches Accord 
interfacing routines, and run the executable on the 
unweighted event file. Process output as usual
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Optimized 
unweighting: 
example W+3 

jet events

Weights integral distribution:

wmaxwmax
opt

Unweighting w.r.t. the optimal max weight leads to a gain 
in efficiency by ~10, without affecting the distributions:

Red histo: optimal unweighting
Dark histo: wmax unweighting
x: distribution of events with 
w>wmax

No discernible bias!

Weight distribution:
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Some examples of performance:

(Z→e+e-)+N jets,  pT>30 GeV, |η|<2.5

(F77, xlf on 1.8GHz Mac G5; F90  
version is typically 2-5 times faster)

N=4:  120’ for 10M wgt events, unw eff=5x10-4 ⇒ 5K events = 1fb-1 (σ=5pb)
N=5:  300’ for 10M wgt events, unw eff=3x10-4 ⇒ 3K events = 2fb-1 (σ=1.4pb)

 100fb-1 ⇒ 200 hr (N=4) and 150hr (N=5) < 1week on 1 CPU 

(Z→l+l-)+3 jets,  pT>30 GeV,  -5<η1<-2.5 ,  2.5<η2<5 ,   |η3|<2.5
(asymmetric cut option is hard-wired, no effort required to the user)

360’ for 100M wgt events, unw eff=5x10-5 ⇒ 5K events = 12fb-1 (σ=0.4pb)
 100fb-1 ⇒ 80 hr ~ 3 days on 1 CPU 


